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SUMMARY
A propeller des|gnated as SR-6 was tested in the NASA Lewis Research
Center's 8- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel. The propeller was one of a series of
advanced single-rotation propeller models that were designed and tested as a
part of the NASA Advanced Turboprop Project. It was designed with 40 ° of sweep
and I0 blades to cruise at Mach 0.8 at an altitude of 10.7 km (35 000 ft) with
a power loading of 241 kW/m2 (30 hp/ft 2) and a tip speed of 213 m/sec (700 ft/
sec). Earlier advanced propellers for this speed and altitude were designed
with eight blades for a power loading of 301 kW/m2 (37.5 hp/ft 2) and a tip
speed of 244 m/sec (800 ft/sec).
The propeller model was mounted on the NASA Lewis propeller test rig and
tested for aerodynamic performance in the transonic test section of the NASA
Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 0.85 and propeller
blade angles from 58.5 ° to 66.4 ° .
Basic propeller performance is presented in terms of net efficiency and
power coefficient versus advance ratio. Design-point net efficiency was almost
constant to Mach 0.75 but fell above this speed more rapidly than that of any
previously tested advanced propeller. All portions of the propeller blade
appeared to contribute to the compressibility-caused performance loss, includ-
ing the hub region, where the interblade flow choked. Alternative spinners
designed to reduce the near-hub interblade Mach numbers improved propeller per-
formance above Mach 0.75. With the optimum alternative spinner the estimated
SR-6 deslgn-point net efficiency was 80.6 percent at Mach 0.75 and 79.2 percent
at Mach 0.8, higher than the measured performance of any previously tested
advanced single-rotation propeller at these speeds.
INTRODUCTION
Propeller propulsion systems have rather large efficiency advantages over
the more highly loaded turbofan propulsion systems. Although these advantages
diminish at high subsonic Mach numbers, they are still large. At Mach 0.8,
for example, the installed efficiency of an advanced single-rotation turboprop
would be about 77 percent, in contrast to about 64 percent for a turbofan sys-
tem (ref. I). These installed efficiencies include the installation losses
for both systems: namely, nacelle drag for the turboprop systems and cowl drag
and fan internal airflow losses for the turbofan systems. Such efficiency com-
parisons have led to a number of aircraft mission studies by both NASA and
industry. These studies indicate that a trip fuel savings of 15 to 30 percent
can be achieved for a Mach 0.8 cruise advanced turboprop aircraft over an
equivalent-technology turbofan aircraft (refs. I and 2).
The NASA Advanced.Turboprop (ATP) Project was created to develop and con-
firm the technologies that will attain these projected fuel savings in com-
plete large-scale engine systems. Supporting technology for this project was
supplied in part by the design and testing of advanced propeller models. A
series of models of single-rotation propellers designed for cruise operation
at Mach 0.8 and lO.7-km (35 O00-ft) altitude have been tested by NASA and
Hamilton Standard in wind tunnels at the NASA Lewis Research Center and the
United Technologies Research Center. Aerodynamic performance test results for
the straight-blade SR-2 propeller, the 30°-swept SR-I propeller, and the 45°-
swept SR-3 propeller have been published in references 3 to 7.. All of these
models were designed by Hamilton Standard under contract to Lewis. The model
reported herein (designated SR-6) was aerodynamically designed at Lewis, with
Hamilton Standard performing the mechanical design and model fabrication under
contract.
An experimental test program to determine the aerodynamic performance of
the SR-6 propeller model was conducted in the NASA Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Wind
Tunnel at free-stream Mach numbers from 0.6 to 0.85 over a range of propeller
blade angles and tip speeds. Basic performance results are presented herein
in terms of net efficiency and power coefficient versus advance ratio. Net
efficiency rather than installed efficiency is presented since the model tests
could not measure real installation losses. These basic data are summarized
at each tested free-stream Mach number and analyzed to assess compressibility
effects. Limited data are presented for the propeller with alternative spin-
ners designed to relieve hub choking at the higher free-stream Mach numbers.
The SR-6 propeller performance is compared with the performances of the
earlier propeller models.
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
Propeller Design Features
The SR-6 propeller (fig. l) was designed to cruise at Mach 0.8 at an alti-
tude of I0.7 km (35 000 ft). Its design characteristics (fig. 2) were chosen
to obtain high performance and to minimize the propeller source noise. Earlier
advanced propellers (SR-I, SR-2, and SR-3) were designed to operate at the same
Mach number and altitude. These propellers had eight blades, a design power
loading (ratio of shaft horsepower to the square of the reference blade tip
diameter SHP/D 2) of 301 kW/m 2 (37.5 hp/ft2), and a design tip speed of 244 m/
sec (BOO ft/sec). The design tip speed of the SR-6 was lowered to 213 mlsec
(700 ft/sec) to reduce the source noise. The potential performance lost by
lowering the tip speed was regained and somewhat improved by increasing the
number of blades to lO and lowering the design power loading to 241 kW/m 2
(30 hp/ft2). The result of these design changes was a l percent increase in
ideal induced efficiency.
The aerodynamic blade shape characteristics along the mean flow stream-
lines are presented for the SR-6 propeller in figure 3. The thickness t/b ,
twist aB , design lift coefficient CLD , and chord b/D distributions are
shown as functions of blade radius ratio. The blade airfoil types chosen for
the SR-6 propeller were the same as those used on the earlier propellers (i.e.,
NACA series 16 in the outboard sections and NACA series 65 with a circular-arc
mean camber line in the inboard sections). Between these was a transition
region, as shown in figure 3. The thickness-to-chord ratio t/b distribution
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of the SR-6was the sameas that of the earlier propellers except near the
hub, as discussed later. The blade chord-to-diameter ratio b/D distribution
was similar to that of the earlier propellers SR-I and SR-2. The design lift
coefficient CLD and blade twist AB distributions shown in figure 3 were
optimized during the design process for maximumefficiency at the design condi-
tion: free-stream Machnumber, MO, 0.8; advance ratio, J, 3.5; and power coef-
ficient, Cp, 2.03.
The SR-6 propeller blades were swept to help reduce source noise and
lower compressibility losses in order to maintain high efficiency at the high
(Math 0.8) design speed, where local helical Machnumberson the outer por-
tions of the blade would exceed Mach l.O. The sweepdistribution was deter-
mined by keeping the local Machnumber normal to the blade midchord line just
below the drag divergence Machnumberof the airfoil section at each blade
radial station. The resulting aerodynamic sweep(fig. 4) has two components.
One is the geometric or manufactured sweepshownin the figure. The other is
the radial flow angle of the mean-flow streamlines induced by the spinner con-
tour. This component is represented by the difference between the manufactured
and aerodynamic sweep. As figure 4 shows, all inboard sweep was due to the
radial flow angularity, and most of the outboard sweep was the geometric or
manufactured sweep. The geometric sweep is also illustrated by the blade
photograph in figure 2. In this definition of sweep the tip sweep is approxi-
mately the angle between the blade planform midchord line at the blade tip and
a radial line intersecting this line at the tip. The aerodynamic tip sweep of
40° was then obtained by adding on the small flow angle at the tip.
The diameter of a swept propeller varies with blade angle, rotational
speed, and blade loading. These changes occur because the blade tip travels
out of the axial-radial plane of the blade pitch change axis. Blade angle var-
iations caused small diameter changes for the SR-6 propeller (fig. 5). Changes
from rotational speed and loading were not significant. For convenience, all
data and plots presented in this report use values derived from a constant (or
reference) propeller diameter of 0.696 m (27.4 in.). This is the blade diame-
ter with the blade tip angle at 90° (i.e., with the tip aligned axially).
Since the SR-6 propeller model was designed to be tested on the same
propeller test rig as the earlier propellers, the hub diameter remained
unchanged. However, the lower power loading of 241 kW/m 2 (30 hp/ft2), instead
of the 301 kW/m 2 (37.5 hp/ft 2) for the earlier propellers, required a larger
propeller diameter for a proper geometric scaling. The larger SR-6 propeller
blades resulted in a smaller propeller hub-to-tip ratio and a physically
smaller hub flow area. These considerations, combined with a closer blade
spacing from the lO blades (instead of the 8 for the earlier propellers),
increased the chances of hub flow choking at the higher free-stream Mach
numbers.
To help alleviate choking, the propeller blades near the hub were made as
thin as possible within structural constraints. At the hub the thickness-to-
chord ratio tlb was 0.15 for the SR-6 (fig. 3) in contrast to 0.20 for the
SR-I, SR-2, and SR-3. Also a new spinner was designed for the SR-6 propeller
model that would reduce the near-hub Mach number in the blade region. The con-
tour and coordinates of this spinner (called the basic spinner) are shown in
figure 6. Also shown is the predicted local surface Mach number of the axisym-
metric spinner alone without blades. The Mach number near the blade leading
edge was reduced from the free-stream value of 0.8 to a local value of 0.6.
Additional information suggesting that hub choking might still be a prob-
lem became available after the basic spinner and SR-6 propeller were designed.
Therefore two alternative spinners were designed to reduce the near-hub-region
Mach number below that provided by the basic spinner. Their contours were con-
strained to mate to the existing basic contour at the blade pitch change axis
(X/RN = 1.674). Forward of the pitch change axis the lower propeller blade
surface was matched to the various spinner contours by using alternative, prop-
erly contoured blade insets (fig. 2).
Both alternative spinners significantly reduced the Mach number in the
blade region below that of the basic spinner. The alternative spinners
achieved a Mach number as low as about 0.57. Alternative spinner 2 was
expected to alleviate hub choking best since its minimum Mach number location
was further aft of the blade leading edge and closer to the location of maxi-
mum blade thickness.
The Mach numbers shown in figure 6 are from an axisymmetric, subsonic
potential flow computer code (ref. 8) that was quick running and a good design
tool. Comparing these results with a more accurate axisymmetric transonic
code containing a boundary layer routine (ref. 9) showed good agreement in
locating the minimum Mach number region and just a slight underprediction of
the minimum Mach number by the potential flow code. Neither program accounts
for the propeller blades.
Test Facilities
The SR-6 propeller model was tested in the Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Wind Tunnel.
The transonic test section of this facility is 2.44 m (8 ft) high by 1.83 m
(6 ft) wide and about 4.3 m (14 ft) long. Originally constructed as a super-
sonic tunnel operating from Mach 1.5 to 2.0, the tunnel was subsequently modi-
fied for transonic and subsonic operation by perforating the test section
walls. The perforations were designed to provide a differential resistance to
the crosswall flow. One-inch-diameter holes were drilled in the tunnel wall
60° from the normal to provide greater resistance to inflow than to outflow
and thereby minimize the strength of wall-reflected disturbances from the model
flow field during transonic operation. The normal operating range of this
transonic test section is from Math 0.36 to 2.0. Additional details of this
facility can be found in reference lO.
Propeller testing of the SR-6 was accomplished with the Lewis propeller
test rig (PTR) (fig. 7), which was strut mounted from the ceiling of the tun-
nel test section. Dimensions of the nacelle and forward windscreen are pre-
sented in the figure. The model is driven by a three-stage air turbine using
high-pressure air at 3.1MN/m 2 (450 psi) and 366 K (660 °R). The turbine can
deliver nearly 746 kW (lO00 hp) to the propeller model. The PTR has two sepa-
rate axial force-measuring systems. The primary system is a rotating balance
that measures the thrust and torque of the propeller and spinner. The second
system is a thrust-measuring load cell located in the overhead vertical strut.
Model parts other than the spinner and blades that are attached to the strut-
mounted load cell are shielded from the free-stream tunnel air by the wind-
screen shown in figure 7. Thrust measurements from both systems are corrected
for internal pressure tares.
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Extensive static calibrations of the load cell and rotating balance were
done, as well as two dynamic calibrations of the rotating balance. The first
dynamic calibration, performed with only the spinner installed, measuredthe
effect of rotational speed on the thrust and torque output of the rotating bal-
ance under no-load conditions. The second dynamic calibration measured the
effect of rotational speed on the thrust output of the rotating balance with
the blades and spinner installed. This duplicated the model configuration of
the performance test runs. The blade angle was set to produce a near-zero
thrust level, and the output of the rotating balance was comparedwith that of
the load cell. Both static and dynamic calibrations were repeated several
times before and after the test period, and static calibration checks were per-
formed within the test period.
Internal pressures were measured during the propeller testing at the loca-
tions shown in figures 8 and 9. Additional static pressures were measured on
the outer surface of the nacelle aft of the model spinner. These nacelle pres-
sure taps were placed in four rows spaced 90° apart around the nacelle circum-
ference. The coordinates of each row are listed in figure 9. Measurements of
all these pressures to obtain pressure forces is a necessary step in the proc-
ess of obtaining net thrust from the balance force readings. The tare test
runs are a part of this process. These runs measured forces and pressures on
a smooth spinner without propeller blades to obtain spinner and nacelle tare
forces. When these forces were properly combined with measured test-point
thrust and pressure forces, net thrust and thereby net efficiency were
obtained. Details of these procedures can be found in reference 7.
Test Description
The SR-6 propeller model was tested at zero angle of attack at Math 0.6
to 0.85 and blade angles from 58.5 ° to 66.4 ° as shown in table I. The blade
angle BO.75R was measured as the angle of the airfoil chordline at a propel-
ler radius of 75 percent, where 0° was in the direction of rotation and 90° was
aligned directly with the flight direction. At each blade angle/Math number
combination the propeller speed was varied from windmill (no power) to the PTR
power limit or the propeller blade shank stress speed limit of 8000 rpm. Each
rotational speed setting constituted a test point. Balance thrust and torque
and all pressures were measured at each condition. The propeller with the
basic spinner was tested at all blade angles and Mach numbers. Testing with
the two alternative spinners was limited to a blade angle of 61.5 °.
Accuracy problems occurred with both model balance systems. The problem
with the rotating balance was its slow thermal drift, which was caused by heat
from nearby bearings and precluded a good absolute thrust measurement. The
strut load cell was prone to large errors when hot, high-pressure air was
brought onboard to power the turbine (fig. 7). Major contributors to this
error were a thermal drift from the heated air and the windscreen- and ground-
to-load cell interactions. Under unpowered conditions these load cell errors
did not occur, and good thrust values were measured.
The balance problems were overcome with a special testing procedure that
used measurements from both the rotating balance and the strut load cell. An
initial series of test runs were made at each Mach number/blade angle combina-
tion in which the load cell thrust was measured at windmill, or unpowered,
conditions. These runs established reliable thrust levels at the windmill
conditions. Thrust data were then obtained from the rotating balance in a
windmill-power-windmill sequence for each desired test point to obtain a wind-
mill-to-power incremental thrust measurement that minimized any thermal drift
between the windmill data points. Properly combining the strut load cell
thrust and the rotating balance incremental thrust produced reliable final
thrust and ultimately net efficiency values. Further details of this proce-
dure and accompanying equations are given in reference 7.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Basic Propeller Performance
The aerodynamic performance of the SR-6 propeller model with the basic
spinner is presented in figures 10 to 14 for free-stream Mach numbers of 0.6,
0.7, 0.75, 0.8, and 0.85, respectively. The data in each figure are plotted
against advance ratio J Each curve shows the performance at a constant
blade angle BO.75R and was obtained by varying propeller tip speed. Part (a)
of each figure presents the power coefficient Cp, part (b) the net efficiency
nnet, and part (c) the net efficiency fairings wlthout the data points. The
power coefficient plots of each figure show lines of constant dimensionless
power loading or Cp/J 3 corresponding to 70, 80, 90, and 100 percent of the
design power loading. These performance data were faired by adjusting
computer-generated curve fits of each test run in conjunction with hand-
generated falrings of the summary data in figure 15 to yield smooth consistent
trends of efficiency with Mach number, advance ratio, and blade angle.
The net efficiency curves of figures lO to 14 are typical of propeller
data and vary from below the scale near the windmilling advance ratio to a
peak and then to lower values with decreasing advance ratio. The curve shape,
or performance variation, is directly related to the blade-section angle of
attack, which affects the lift-to-drag ratio. It is also related to the
blade-section relative Mach number, which varies inversely with advance ratio.
At the peak efficiencies the blade is generally operating near the maximum
lift-to-drag ratio.
Peak efficiency generally occurred at an advance ratio of 3.5 (design) to
3.6. The peak efficiency trend with free-stream Mach number clearly shows the
deleterious effect of increasing high-speed compressibility drag. The peak
net efficiency fell slowly from 82.2 percent at Mach 0.6 (fig. lO(c)) to
81.2 percent at Mach 0.75 (fig. 12(c)) and then fell rapidly to 78.5 percent
at Mach 0.8 (fig. 13(c)) and on to 74.7 percent at Mach 0.85 (fig. 14(c)).
In general, the power coefficient curves for a given blade angle are dis-
placed to the left as the Mach number increases. This reflects the fact that
the propeller absorbed less power with increasing Mach number at a fixed blade
angle and advance ratio. At the lower tested Mach numbers the curves show mod-
erate reductions in power at a fixed blade angle and advance ratio. These
reductions got larger at the higher Mach numbers because of increasing compres-
sibility effects. For example, at a blade angle of 61.5 ° and an advance ratio
of 3.5 the power coefficient dropped from 1.69 to 1.63 as the Mach number
increased from 0.6 to 0.75, to 1.49 at Mach 0.8, and then to 1.07 at Mach 0.85.
Similar trends are observed in reference 6 and primarily indicate a loss of
blade lift due to high transonic speed effects at the higher Mach numbers.
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At the samefixed blade angle and advance ratio the SR-6 propeller oper-
ated farther from the peak efficiency and lower on the efficiency curve as the
Machnumber increased from 0.75 to 0.85 (figs. 12(c) and 14(c)). Operating
away from the peak in this manner also indicates a loss of lift. Regaining
the lost power and raising the efficiency back toward peak would require an
increase in blade angle or tip speed. This off-peak efficiency loss Is in
addition to the compressibility drag losses that were earlier shown to reduce
peak efficiency at the higher Mach numbers.
Summary of Basic Performance
The basic propeller data of figures lO to 14 are summarized in figure 15.
For each free-stream Mach number net efficlency Is plotted against advance
ratio at constant dimensionless power loadings representing 70, 80, 90, and
lO0 percent of the design power loading. The dimensionless power loading is
based on the approximation that the power requlred for an airplane In level
flight is proportional to the cube of the free-stream velocity (i.e., P/PoV_ =
Constant). For a propeller the dimensionless power loading
3-
J
P P
Pon3D 5 D_
- Constant
is the ordinary power loading (normally defined in terms of SHP/D 2 rather than
P/D 2) nondimensionalized to account for density and velocity changes.
The symbols in figure 15 Identify the blade angles and the net efficiency
values that were obtained from the computer curve fits of the individual basic
data runs prior to the previously discussed fairing adjustments. Thus the
discrepancies between the symbols and curves in this figure illustrate the run-
to-run variatlons in the efficiency measurements. The aim of the falring tech-
nique was to eliminate these variations, which appear to be on the order of
I percent for some of the test runs. Generally the net efficiency trends with
Mach number within a single run were quite consistent, and the variations were
much smaller than those observed from run to run.
The typical variation of efficiency with advance ratio at a constant
power 1oadlng is a peaked curve. Generally, the curves of figure 15 peak near
the design advance ratio of 3.5, where the lift-to-drag ratio is maximized at
the cruise design polnt. Contributing to the peaked curve shape is the lower
lift-to-drag ratio on either side of this optimum. However, the primary cause
of the reduction from peak with increasing advance ratio is the falling tip (or
rotational) speed, which increases the blade swirl and tip induced losses and
lowers the ideal induced efficiency. The falloff with decreasing advance ratio
is primarily due to the greater compressibility losses associated with the
higher blade-section Mach numbers. At the higher free-stream Mach numbers, an
added cause may be hub choking due to the smaller hub flow area (smaller gap-
to-chord ratio) from the smaller blade angles at lower advance ratios. In
more succinct terms, reductions to the right of peak are mostly from induced
losses and reductions to the left are from higher drag or compressibility
losses.
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The performance trends of the SR-6 propeller shown in figure 15 indicate
that at the lower tested Machnumbersand higher advance ratios, a reduction
In power loading increased efficiency. The operating point on the basic eff|-
ciency curves (fig. lO(c), e.g.) was shifted from left to right toward the peak
of the curve. This trend reversed at higher Machnumbersand lower advance
ratios, where operation at lower power loadings reduced efficiency. The oper-
ating point on the basic efficiency curves (fig. 14(c)) was shifted from left
to right but away from the peak.
On the basis of previous high-speed propeller tests, increases in effi-
ciency were expected to be available by operating the propeller away from the
design condition of lO0-percent power loading and 3.5 advance ratio at a lower
power loading. With the SR-6 propeller the efficiency increases obtained by
operating in this mannerwere small to nonexistent and dependedon the free-
stream Machnumber. For example, operating the propeller at 80-percent dimen-
sionless power loading could increase efficiency by 1.2 percent at Mach0.6
(fig. 15(a)). But increases were more limited at higher Machnumbers: at
Mach0.85 operating at 80-percent dimensionless power loading could |ncrease
efficiency only about 0.2 percent, and a lower power loading operation at
Mach0.85 would lose efficiency (fig. 15(e)).
The lO0-percent dimensionless power load|ng curves of figure 15 were
replotted in figure 16 to comparethe propeller performance at different free-
stream Machnumbers. These curves show that propeller efficiency was practi-
cally identical at Math 0.6 and 0.7. Compressibility effects did not increase
drag at these Machnumbers. At Mach0.75 the efficiency was still about the
sameas at the lower Machnumbers-- but only above an advance ratio of 3.5.
Below this advance ratio the efficiency fell below that obtained at the lower
Machnumbers. At the higher speed of Mach0.8 the efficiency was close to that
at lower speeds only above an advance ratio of 3.7. Below this advance ratio
the efficiency was considerably lower than the efficiencies obtained at the
lower Math numbers. At Mach0.85 the efficiency was well below that obtained
at lower speeds regardless of advance ratio.
These results show that the propeller compressibility losses began at
lower advance ratios at about Mach 0.75 and that the losses encompassed higher
advance ratios as the free-stream Mach number increased. This trend would be
expected since the blade-section Mach numbers are higher at lower advance
ratios and higher free-stream Mach numbers. Also, at the lower advance ratios
smaller hub gap-to-chord ratios (from smaller blade angles) contribute to the
chances of hub choking.
Compressibility Loss Correlations
The compressibility losses incurred by the SR-6 propeller at the higher
Mach numbers were not unexpected, but they were larger than anticipated. Was
any specific region of the propeller blade primarily responsible for these
losses? The performance data of figure 16 were used in an attempt to answer
this question. Figure 17 is a replot of the figure 16 data and presents net
efficiency against free-stream Mach number for various values of advance
ratio. This figure shows explicitly the sudden efficiency decline as the Mach
number increased into the higher speed regimes. Plots similar to figure 17
were also made to show net efficiency trends for the helical Mach numbers at
various blade radial locations. Net efficiency is presented against helical
tip Mach number, helical Mach number at 75-percent blade radius, and helical
hub Mach number (figs. 18 to 20).
The definitions of these helical Mach numbers are given in the appendix
and are valid in the outer portions of the propeller blade. However, in the
hub region, where the flow is highly three dimensional from hub surface curva-
ture and strongly influenced by cascade effects from the closely spaced blades,
the definitions are an oversimplification of the complex near-hub airflow.
Despite this, the defined hub helical Mach number appears to be a good repre-
sentation of the complex hub flow since the data of figure 20 exhibit meaning-
ful and reasonable trends as later discussion shows.
In figures 17 to 20 the Mach number at which the efficiency began to
decline is defined for each advance ratio curve as the point where the effi-
ciency level dropped by 0.2 percent. These Mach number points are indicated
by the arrows on each figure. The Mach number trend of the efficiency decline
with advance ratio can be determined by examining the shift and spacing of the
arrows,
Figure 17 shows that the free-stream Mach number at which the efficiency
declined increased with increasing advance ratio. This is of course the same
trend that was shown by figure 16 and, as explained earlier, occurred because
the higher blade-section Mach numbers and smaller hub gap-to-chord ratios that
could cause higher compressibility losses occurred at the lower advance ratios.
Figure 18 shows that the helical tip Mach number at which the efficiency
declined decreased with increasing advance ratio. If the efficiency had
declined at the same tip Mach number regardless of the advance ratio, tip
effects would be solely responsible for the efficiency decline. Since there
is a trend, more inboard portions of the blade were contributing to the per-
formance decline.
Figure 19 shows that for the helical Mach number at 75-percent blade
radius the efficiency declined at nearly the same Mach number regardless of the
advance ratio. One interpretation of these data is that the drag rise, or drag
divergence, of the specific portions of the blade near the 75-percent blade
radius controlled the point of efficiency decline. More probably, all por-
tions of the blade contributed to the decline, This view agrees with common
practice wherein conditions at the 75-percent radius generally represent the
blade performance as a whole. Thus all parts of the blade (hub as well as
tip) contributed to the compressibility drag losses that caused the perform-
ance decline. This view is strengthened by the fact that data presented later
show that hub choking did in fact occur and that hub region changes from using
alternative spinners affected performance.
Figure 20 shows that the helical hub Mach number at which the efficiency
declined increased with increasing advance ratio. This trend can be inter-
preted as showing that the more outer portions of the blade contributed to the
efficiency decline. On the other hand, lower advance ratios mean smaller blade
angles and smaller hub flow areas from reduced hub gap-to-chord ratios. These
could precipitate possible hub choking at a lower helical hub Mach number.
Both explanations probably contribute to the observed trend.
Evidence for hub choking with this propeller is reported in reference 11,
and a figure from that report is reproduced herein as figure 21. Flow visuali-
zation via a paint flow technique was used to display the extent of choking in
the interblade region near the hub. The photographs show the SR-6 propeller
operating near its design point. A rather extensive shock structure can be
seen on both the pressure and suction sides of the propeller blade, indicating
that hub choking was quite severe for the conditlon shown and propagated out-
ward over a considerable portion of the blade span.
From these data it appears that no particular portion of the propeller
blade was primarily responsible for the performance decline at the higher free-
stream Mach numbers. Certainly hub choking was a substantial contributor.
Also, midblade regions may not have performed at optimum in that they may have
been into drag rise because of imperfect design and prediction computer codes.
In addition, sweep may not have been as effective as predicted. Recall that
the power coefficient curves shifted with free-stream Mach number, indicating
a loss of lift at the higher free-stream Mach numbers. It appears that the
outer, swept portions of the blade as well as the midsections did not operate
subcritically as designed.
Performance With Alternative Spinners
The SR-6 propeller performance obtained with the two alternative spinners
was compared with the performance obtained with the basic spinner (fig. 22).
These data show net efficiency versus free-stream Mach number at a dimension-
less power loading of lO0 percent with the propeller operating at a blade angle
of 61.5 °. The comparison is made at this specific blade angle rather than at
a specific advance ratio because alternative spinner data were obtained only
at this blade angle. Caution must therefore be used in interpreting the net
efficiency levels of the alternative spinner data. Since only a single data
run at the blade angle of 61.5 ° was made for each alternative spinner, run-to-
run data level variations such as those shown in figure 15 for the basic spin-
ner configuration may be present. Moreover, only a single windmill drag run
(explained earlier under the section "Test Description") was available for
data reduction of alternative spinner l, adding to the data uncertainty since
an average of four windmill drag runs was normally used.
In spite of these shortcomings the trends with free-stream Mach number
shown in figure 22 are without scatter and seem quite consistent, as they were
for the basic spinner data presented earlier. These trends contain the impor-
tant information on performance, which was extracted as follows: For each
spinner design there was no change in propeller efficiency between Mach 0.6
and 0.7. At these lower speeds, where compressibility effects were not
present, the spinner configuration would not be expected to alter perform-
ance. Therefore all the efficiency levels at Mach 0.6 and 0.7 in figure 22
were assumed to be identical, and the data were so normalized and presented in
figure 23 as an efficiency change with free-stream Mach number. Thus the
trends of figure 22 are preserved, and figure 23 more closely represents the
true comparative performance of the propeller with various spinners.
Figure 23 shows that the alternative spinners improved the propeller per-
formance over that achieved with the basic spinner at the higher free-stream
Mach numbers, where compressibility effects were causing a decrease in net
efficiency. Since the alternative spinners reduced the near-hub Math number
I0
in the blade region (fig. 6), their effect on performance was due to some
relief of the interblade hub choking phenomenonillustrated by the shock struc-
ture of figure 2l. As expected, alternative spinner 2 was best at improving
the net efficiency at Mach0.8 and 0.85, just about doubling the improvement
obtained by alternative spinner I. As explained earlier with figure 6, alter-
native spinner 2 would best alleviate choking since its minimum Mach number
region was at a more optimum location.
Performance Comparison
Figure 24 compares the performance of the lO-blade SR-6 propeller with
that of the previously tested B-blade SR-IM, SR-2, and SR-3 propellers. The
SR-IM was a retwisted version of the SR-I, as explained in reference 4. Net
efficiency is plotted in the figure versus free-stream Mach number for each
propeller operating at its design power coefficient CD and advance ratio J
'(i.e., at lO0 percent of its dimensionless power loadihg at design conditions).
Since power coefficient and advance ratio were constant for each propeller
across the Mach number range, the ideal induced efficiency (ref. 12) was also
constant for each propeller. Figure 24 shows that the ideal induced efficiency
of the SR-6 propeller was about I percent higher than that of the other propel-
lers. The ideal induced efficiency represents the performance of an optimally
loaded propeller with no blade drag. Because figure 24 presents the perform-
ance of each propeller at its design conditions, the difference between the
ideal induced efficiency and the experimental net efficiency of each propeller
represents the drag and compressibility losses. These are shown in the figure
to increase with increasing free-stream Math number.
The estimated performance presented in figure 24 for the SR-6 propeller
with alternative spinner 2 was obtained by adding the efficiency increments
from figure 23 to the SR-6 basic spinner performance curve of figure 24. This
approximation seems valid since propeller operation at the 61.5 ° blade angle
at lO0-percent dimensionless power loading for the different spinner shapes
occurred at an advance ratio relatively close to the design value of 3.5.
Note that the basic SR-6 performance curve shown in figure 24 is a replot of
the net efficiency curve at an advance ratio of 3.5 from figure 17.
The SR-IM, SR-2, and SR-3 propellers were previously compared in refer-
ences 1 and 4. The straight-blade SR-2 propeller had the lowest performance
and the 45°-swept SR-3 propeller had the best performance among the B-blade
propellers at the higher free-stream Mach numbers of 0.8 and 0.85. These pro-
pellers were designed for the same power loading and tip speed. The results
show that sweep is effective in reducing compressibility losses in the outer
portions of the propeller blade, thereby increasing efficiency at the higher
free-stream Mach numbers.
A comparison of the SR-6 propeller performance with the performance of
the B-blade propellers must account for the l-percent induced efficiency advan-
tage of the SR-6. The SR-6 propeller did not realize this potential efficiency
advantage over the other propellers at the lower free-stream Mach numbers of
0.6 and 0.7 (fig. 24). The SR-6 net efficiency of BO.7 percent was about
0.4 percent above that of the SR-3 propeller but about 0.5 to 0.6 percent below
that of the SR-IM propeller. However, the performances of the other propel-
lers began to fall off above Math 0.7 whereas the performance of the SR-6 was
relatively constant to beyond Mach 0.75. Because of this, the performance of
II
the SR-6 at Mach0.75 was better than that of the other propellers. Its net
efficiency of 80.5 percent was 0.5 to 0.7 percent above the performance levels
of the two 8-blade swept propellers. Here the SR-6 successfully delayed com-
pressibility losses and recorded the highest design-point net efficiency yet
obtained at Mach0.75. At the higher free-stream Machnumbersof 0.8 and
0.85, hub choking sharply decreased the SR-6 performance. Also, as mentioned .
earlier, sweep may not be as effective at the higher Mach numbers as predicted,
and the swept portions of the blade may not be operating subcritically as
designed. The net efficiency fell more rapidly with Mach number than that for
the other propellers, reaching 78 percent at Mach 0.8 and falling to 74.3 per-
cent at Math 0.85. These efficiencies were below those of the other propellers
except the straight-blade SR-2.
With alternative spinner 2 installed to help a11eviate hub choking, the
performance estimated for the SR-6 propeller showed a significant improvement
over the performance of the basic SR-6 configuration at the higher free-stream
Mach numbers. Net efficiency was increased by 1.2 percent at Mach 0.8 and by
2.0 percent at Mach 0.85. Although still below the net efficiency of the SR-3
propeller at Mach 0.85, the estimated design point net efficiencies of the
SR-6 propeller with alternative spinner 2 were higher than any efficiency yet
obtained for any single-rotation propeller model at Mach 0.75 and 0.8. These
net efficiencies were 80.2 percent at Mach 0.75 and 79.2 percent at Mach 0.8
and represent estimated efficiency improvements over previous propeller per-
formance of 0.6 and 0.5 percent, respectively.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
A lO-blade, 40°-swept, advanced Mach 0.8 propeller model, designated SR-6,
was designed and wind tunnel tested to determine its aerodynamic performance.
This effort continues a series of single-rotation propeller model tests provid-
ing supporting technology to the Advanced Turboprop Project. The SR-6 design
tip speed of 213 m/sec (700 ftlsec) was reduced from the 244-mlsec (800-ft/sec)
tip speed of the previously designed advanced propellers to reduce source
noise. Also the SR-6 had 10 blades rather than 8 and a lower power loading
than the previous designs" 241 kWlm 2 (30 hplft 2) versus 301 kWlm L (37.5 hpl
ft 2) at the cruise altitude of I0.7 km (35 000 ft). With these changes the
SR-6 had a I percent advantage in ideal induced efficiency. In addition to a
basic spinner design, two alternative spinners were designed to further reduce
the interblade Mach number near the hub and to help alleviate any hub choking
that might occur at the higher test Mach numbers.
The propeller model was mounted on the Lewis propeller test rig and tested
for aerodynamic performance in the transonic test section of the Lewis 8- by
6-Foot Wind Tunnel. Propeller testing using the basic spinner was conducted
at zero angle of attack over a range of free-stream Mach numbers from 0.6 to
0.85 at propeller blade angles from 58.5 ° to 66.4 °. Testing with the alterna-
tive spinners was limited to a blade angle of 61.5 °. The following results
were obtained:
I. With the basic spinner the propeller design-point net efficiency was
80.7 percent at Mach 0.6 and 0.7 and was almost constant up to a free-stream
Mach number of 0.75, where a net efficiency of 80.5 percent was obtained. At
the higher Mach numbers of 0.8 and 0.85 the performance fell rapidly (more
rapidly than for any previously tested advanced propeller) to net efficiencies
12
of 78 percent and 74.3 percent, respectively. When compared with the design-
point net efficiencies of the previously tested advanced propellers, the net
efficiency of the SR-6 was higher only at Mach 0.75.
2. The observed rapid decline in net efficiency that occurred as a result
of compressibility effects at the higher free-stream Mach numbers was evaluated
against the local blade Mach number at various radial stations for evidence of
correlation. Results of these comparisons indicate that no particular portion
of the blade was primarily responsible for the compressibility-caused perform-
ance decline.
3. Choking of the interblade flow near the hub was a contributor to the
rapid SR-6 performance decline as evidenced by flow visualization of an exten-
sive interblade near-hub shock structure. Also, improved propeller perform-
ance above Mach 0.75 was indicated by limited propeller data obtained using
alternative spinners with contours that reduced the near-hub interblade Mach
numbers and relieved the choking.
4. Performance data obtained with a more optimum alternative spinner
indicated that the basic SR-6 net efficiency was increased 1.2 percent at
Mach 0.8 and 2.0 percent at Mach 0.85. With this spinner the estimated SR-6
design-point net efficiency was 80.6 percent at Mach 0.75 and 79.2 percent at
Mach 0.8, higher than the measured performance of any previously tested
advanced single-rotation propeller at these speeds.
I •
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APPENDIX - SYMBOLS
x=l.O
blade activity factor, 6250 (blD)x 3 dx
hub
elemental blade chord, cm (in.)
elemental blade design lift coefficient
x=l'OCLDX3integrated design lift coefficient, dx
Jhub
power coefficient, P/pon3D 5
reference blade tip diameter, 0.696 m (27.4 in., or 2.283 ft for J
and Cp)
advance ratio, VolnD
M V
helical hub Mach number, 0
hub
helical tip Mach number, M0 1 +
local Mach number
free-stream Math number
helical Math number at 75-percent blade radius,
i4
nP
R
RN
r
SHP
T
t
V
VO
X
x
BO.75R
_B
nnet
e
PO
2 IllM V r0 +
0.75R 0.75R
rotational speed, rps
power, N (ft-lblsec)
reference blade tip radius, cm (in.)
nacelle maximum radius, 11.05 cm (4.35 in.)
radius, cm (in.)
shaft power, kN (hp)
thrust, N (lbf)
elemental blade maximum thickness, cm (in.)
velocity, mlsec (ftlsec)
free-stream velocity, m/sec (ft/sec)
axial length, cm (in.)
radius ratio, r/R
propeller blade angle at 75-percent radius, deg
blade twist
net efficiency, TnetVO/P
circumferentlal posit|on, deg
free-stream density, kg/m 3 (slugs/ft 3)
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TABLE I. - TEST MATRIX
[Each symbol denotes a separate test run.
identify blade angles in data Figures.]
These symbols
Blade angle, Free-stream Mach number
_0.75R 0.75
58.5
59.5
60.8
61.5
63.0
64.6
66.4
0.6 0.7
C_ n
L] tq
A A
AI>V A V
<> <>
[] []
O O
V
[]
0
<>
[]
0
0.8 0.85
n
A
A
O
[]
O
FIGUREI. - SR-610-BLADEPROPELLERMODELINSTALLEDIN LEWIS8-
BY 6-FOOTWINDTUNNEL.
IB
OF pc,OR QUAL_'I'Y
NUMBER OF BLADES .............................. 10
TIP SWEEP ANGLE, DEG ........................... _0
MODEL DIAMETER, D, ce (IN.) ................... 69.6 (27._)
ACTIVITY FACTOR, AF ........................... 204
INTEGRATED DESIGN LIFT COEFFICIENT, CLi ................ 0.192
AIRFOILS .................... NACA 16 SERIES, AND 65 SERIES
WITH CIRCULAR ARC (CA) CAMBER
RATIO OF NACELLE MAXIMUM DIAMETER TO PROPELLER DIAMETER ........ 0.518
PROPELLER HUB-TO-TIP RATIO....................... 0.21q
CRUISE DESIGN MACH NUMBER ........................ 0.8
CRUISE DESIGN ALTITUDE, KM (FT) ............... 10.7 (35 000)
CRUISE DESIGN TIP SPEED, M/SEC (FT/SEC) .............. 213 (700)
CRUISE DESIGN POWER LOADING, SHP/D2, KW/M2 (HP/FT2) ......... 2qi (30)
CRUISE DESIGN ADVANCE RATIO, J ..................... 5.5
CRUISE DESIGN POWER COEFFICIENT, Cp ................... 2.03
FIGURE 2. - SR-6 PROPELLER DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS AND BLADE PLANFORM.
PROPELLER
BLADE PLANFORM
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FIGgRE 3, - BLADE £HARACTERISTICS.
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FIGURE 5. - EFFECT OF BLADE ANGLE ON TIP DIARETER.
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SPINNER 1
X/R N r/R N X/R N UR N
0 0 -0.120 0
,001 ,057 -,119 .05_
• 008 ,115 -.116 ,099
.025 .171 -.108 ,145
• 055 .222 -,097 .186
,092 •252 -.085 ,214
.138 .300 -.062 .255
.184 .329 -.039 •288
• 230 .354 -.005 ,326
.287 .380 ,030 ,357
,345 ,402 ,064 .383
.q02 ,422 ,099 .405
• 460 ,qqO .133 .425
,517 ,456 ,179 ,448
.575 .470 .225 ,469
,632 ,483 ,271 ,487
,690 ,R95 .317 ,503
,747 .50E ,.TE3 ,518
,805 ,517 .q09 ,531
,862 .526 .455 ,543
,920 .534 •501 ,554
• 982 ,5q2 ,5_7 ,56q
1,044 •549 .593 ,572
%106 •553 ,639 .580
1•149 354 ,685 ,587
1,207 ,558 ,731 ,593
1.264 .565 •777 .598
1,322 374 •827 ,603
1.379 ,585 .869 .60(;
1,457 399 .915 .608
1•494 .514 •961 .605
1•552 ,631 1•007 ,609
1.609 ,648 1.057 .607
1•563 ,666 1,099 .605
1,674 ,669 1,145 •602
1•685 .677 1.191 .600
1,743 ,694 1.237 ,598
1 • 857 • 755 1,283 ,598
1,972 •776 1 •329 •599
2.087 ,817 1 375 •502
2•202 ,857 1.421 .607
1,qE7 ,614
1.513 ,523
1.522 •625
(a)
aRERAINIEG£OORDINATESANE THE SN_E
THE BASIC SPINNER,
FIGURE 6. - SPINNER CONIOURS AND SURFACE
FREE-STNEANHACH NURER _0 OF 0,8.
ALTERNATIVE
SPINNER 2
X/R N r/R N
-0,145 0
-, 142 ,054
-.139 .100
-.131 ,147
~•120 ,188
-, 097 ,240
-,074 .276
-,039 .318
-.005 .351
• 0:_0 ,779
.064 •403
•099 ,423
• 133 •442
• 179 ,qG4
.22_ .484
.271 .501
,317 ,517
,363 ,551
• q09 ,544
.455 .555
,501 .566
.547 .576
• 59_f ,585
• 639 .552
.685 ,599
• 731 ,505
.777 .610
,82_ ,614
.859 .617
.915 ,620
.951 ,621
1,007 .620
1,055 ,618
1,099 ,616
1.145 614
1,191 ,611
1.237 ,610
1,28_; .609
1,329 ,610
1,375 .512
1.421 ,E16
1.467 ,G21
1,513 .528
1,559 .677
%568 .539
(a)
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THRUST AND
TORQUEBALANCE
NACELLEDIRENSIONS
X/R N r/R N
2.208 0.860
2,225 .866
2.248 ,873
2,271 .881
2.294 ,888
2.317 ,895
2,340 .902
2,363 .908
2.386 315
2,409 .920
2.432 .926
2.455 .931
2.570 ,953
2.685 ,970
2.800 ,982
X/R N
2,915
3,1q5
3.223
3.375
31605
_,834
41064
41294
4.524
4354
4.984
5,214
5.260
5,306
5,409
r/R N
0,990
.999
1.000
.999
.990
,975
,956
,933
.911
.894
.883
.874
.873
,872
.871
WINDSCREEN DIMENSIONS
I S.42G f 0.SGS I
aSTRAIGHT LINE.
FIGURE 7, - CUTAWAY VIEW OF LEWIS I_O-HP (74G-KW) PROPELLER TEST RIG.
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FIGURE 9, - LOCATIONS OF STATIC PRESSURE TAPS ON
NACELLE STATICS
[R N = 11.05 CM (4,35 ZN.),
X/R N fir N
0.0241 0.8684
.0749 .88q8
.1299 .9010
.1880 •9170
.2547 .9326
.5545 ,9q80
.4276 ,9361
.5520 .9780
.7598 .9927
1•0149 1.0000
1.2876 .9949
1.q793 .9848
1,6299 ,9745
1.764q .9642
1.8823 .9537
1.9924 .9431
2.095q .9323
2.2057 .9215
2.32Gq .9105
2.q667 .8994
2.6586 .8882
2.9184 .8768
NACELLE AND SPINNER FACE.
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